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Dynon HDX Certified: Autopilots for Barons
AvionicsLarry Anglisano - April 3, 2024
Dynon’s new STC for installing the SkyView Autopilot adds utility to Beech Barons with failing analog systems.
Read more
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Piper Twin Comanche
 Subscriber Only Omar Filipovic -  March 31, 2024
 The Piper PA-30 series has an earned reputation for pleasant handling and efficiency, but stay ahead of the maintenance and training.
 Read more
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FAA Fit? Wingman Med Backstops
 Misc Larry Anglisano -  March 28, 2024
 More and more pilots show up on the AME's doorstep armed with the wrong or not enough paperwork to pass an FAA medical exam. That could be mean waiting a half year or more...
 Read more
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Wingman Med: Evaluate, Prepare
 Misc Larry Anglisano -  March 28, 2024
 For a fee, this new third-party aeromedical consultation service could be the key to seamless FAA medical certification.
 Read more
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Need a Tug? Electric Works for Most
 Accessories Phil Lightstone -  March 25, 2024
 But they’re complex and pricey, so try a full-sized tug before you buy one. Battery-powered models from AC Air, Best Tugs and AirTug are standouts.
 Read more
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 Video
Garmin GNS 430: Throwaway or Keeper?
 Larry Anglisano -  March 19, 2024
 Despite false rumors and misinformation that the hugely popular Garmin GNS-series navigators are at the end of their service life, Garmin says that 99...
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PRICING DISCLAIMER
For more than five decades, active and dedicated aircraft owners and pilots have turned to AVIATION CONSUMER to answer their most important buying questions. This website contains many older reviews. Unless otherwise noted, these reviews carry product pricing from the time of the original review.
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ABOUT US
"WHAT DOES AVIATION CONSUMER SAY?"  As an active pilot you demand equipment that will perform reliably and precisely. You don't want to be grounded by bad gear and you never want your safety jeopardized by equipment whose performance falls short of its manufacturer's promises.  For more than five decades, active and dedicated aircraft owners and pilots have turned to AVIATION CONSUMER to answer their most important buying questions. Because it accepts no advertising, AVIATION CONSUMER has the unfettered freedom to deliver impartial and uncompromising evaluations of aircraft, avionics, accessories, equipment and more.
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